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Wayfarer's ~· floors" are massive pieces of 
marantl carefully tailored to flt. Their 
purpose, to bind 1 the two sides of the ship 
together, to stiffen the frame at Its lowest 
part and to provide an anchorage for the 
heavy keel. Above, Peter Strong band-saws 
a floor to shape and, below, fitting 'Wl 

~~ '."SHE'S A LITTLE BEAUTY/' said 
~ the man with the cigar. Shoulders al
~~ ; most as broad as. he was tall, he walk-

. ed slowly round Wayfarer with the 
a! curious rolling gait of the deep-sea. 
en . sailor. Peter Strong beamed. "Say 
llr·1~ that again," he said, and the big man 

position under the upturned bull. 

t ' who first learned about .ships and 
ar sailing on the fishing-banks of New
oy foundland paused next to us and 
a smiled, "I wouldn't say it if I didn't 
~ : think so," he said. 

Down at the Bayside where 
1e, Peter Strong's candidate for the 
Ire Rio Race is fast taking shape 
ry the tedious business of plank· 
?d ing her is drawing to an end. 
re Perhaps the last plank will go 

in tomorrow and the last of six 
DI· or seven thousand copper 
de spikes in her hull will be ham· 
- mered home. , 
- And they will straighten their 

backs with sighs of relief for 
this is an important milestone. 
But it will be no more than a 
pause. 

Outside Roy Tedder has be~n 
busy with patterns and scribe, 
marking out) the steel plates - ,'One way to keep your 

teenage daughter out of hot 
water ls to put dirty dishes 
in it. 

which will form the top of the 
keel. These must • be welded up 
before Wayfarer can be turned 
over, the spikes roved and the 
deck-beams a 1 r e a d ~ 
laminated - placed in position. 

I never knew there was so 
much to an ocean-racer until 
this opportunity to see one 
being built on ou door-step. 
Now I know tnat it is a matter 
of sweated labour and decisions 
and that no matter how much 
you dream about boats and 
faraway places if you don't like 
work, don't like making 
decisions, then don't build a 
boat! 




